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ashamed of his corpulence, but too greedy to take any steps to
cure it. Politically, the Prince Regent stood for all that was most
reactionary; privately, for all that was most despicable. His treat-
ment of his wife had been such that he was hissed when he
appeared in the streets of London; his manners, to which the
English Court had grown accustomed, were such as foreign ladies
found unendurable. Throughout his whole life, so far as is known,
he never succeeded in acquiring the respect of any single human
being.
Louis XVIII, whom united Europe restored to the throne of
his ancestors, and on whose behalf, in a sense, the twenty-two
years of warfare had been waged, had few vices but still fewer
virtues. He was old, fat, and gouty, practically a stranger to
France, which he had left as a young man nearly a quarter of a
century ago. He was not without shrewdness, and he was more
good-natured than most of his friends. But he had spent the
years of his exile among the enemies of France, hoping for the
defeat of his country as the only means to his own restoration.
His entourage consisted of princes and aristocrats who had
fied from the Revolution, and who knew nothing of the France
created by the Convention and Napoleon. As the protege of
foreign enemies, he could hardly be respected in his own coun-
try, and foreign governments, while they placed him on the
throne, did so because his weakness gave, them hopes of that
security of which they had been robbed by Napoleon's strength.
Such were Alexander's royal competitors for popular favour.
His competitors among statesmen were abler, but hardly such as
to inspire general enthusiasm. The most powerful among them,
throughout the years of the Great Peace, was Metternich, who
remained the ruler of Austria and almost the arbiter of Europe
until he was dislodged by the revolutions of 1848, which his
policy had rendered inevitable. Throughout the whole period
from 1814 to 1848, he was the prop of reaction, the bugbear of
liberals, and the terror of revolutionaries. His fundamental politi-
cal principle was simple, that the Powers that be are ordained
of God, and must therefore be supported on pain of impiety.
The fact that he was the chief of the Powers that be, gave to this
principle, in his eyes, a luminous self-evidence which it might
otherwise not have possessed.
Born hi 1773, of an ancient noble family in the Rhineland,
Metternich represented a type intermediate between the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. His father lost a large part

